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Indeed, 2020 has been a rather surprising year for us all… We
started the year with a tremendous experience at Maison & Objet
connecting with you all, which brought with it exciting feedback
and new projects!
The connection and proximity we felt with everyone was
amazing. So, we were all a bit thrown for a loop in March with
confinements and the loss of traditional contact. Nonetheless,
we were lucky to adapt quickly to new ways of working and
remain present for everyone through this difficult period.
Despite greater physical distance, we have tried to stay close to
our partners, working together on current and future projects via
video, phone and e-mail. Our Paris showroom has been open 5
days a week since June, and we look forward to seeing as many
of you as possible during Paris Design Week, with a few new
surprises.
We continue our work in creating new models and additional
versions of our product line. Many new innovations have been
made via collaborations, some of which are presented in this
document. All products are custom-made here in Portugal with
European materials by our skilled craftspeople. If we don’t have
exactly what you want, do ask!!
We are taking this change in paradigm as an opportunity to
work more out of the box and accompany you with your evolving
needs. Stay in touch! I look forward to catching up personally or
via video, phone or e-mail.
Stay safe and take care! Beijinhos de Portugal!
Ross Hamilton & Sacha

IDEAL INTERIORS
The Hamilton Conte collection offers a complete range of
interior furnishings. The upholstery collection goes beyond
typical geometrical design confines, with dynamic curves
that characterise the brand’s range. In an elegantly relaxed
style, the furniture, lighting and home accessories ranges
also break with tradition using organic forms and textures,
surprising combinations of materials, and the marriage of
aesthetics with function. Many pieces are a nod to personal
anecdotes, people or travels from the designers’ lives, and
reflect a passion for storytelling. Through its wide selection
of finishes and materials, Hamilton Conte offers the ability
to produce items with a bespoke feel with the final product
displaying exquisite craftsmanship and striking design.

LIGHTING

S E AT I N G
FURNITURE

ARMCHAIRS
RETRO EDGE

AGGI
Imagining a futuristic interior from a 1970s Bond film,
we enjoy playing with retro touches on certain seating
options. Add a bit more edge to your interior with these
unusual products. Now with optional rotating base!

ARMCHAIRS
WITH WOOD

Dorotea
Its sculpted wood structure
and seductively elegant back
make it ideal for any setting,
be it in dining or lounge
versions.

Solata
Inspired by the imperial porter
chairs once used in the Far
East for royals, its cast brass
feet add handmade details
accentuate the eclecticism
of your interior.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Arture
A contemporary
interpretation of a classic
slipper chair, Arture is an
elegant addition to any
seating area that looks great
in almost any fabric. Its
structure can be done in our
different wood tones as well
as unlimited lacquer colours.

ARMCHAIRS

Otero

WITH METAL

Agathon
Agathon is a contemporary
lounge chair with a retro
egg shape reminiscent
of a James Bond film. It is
the perfect hideaway for
reading. Agathon has a
solid wood structure and
stainless-steel or brass
effect swivel base.

A surprising armchair, Otero
brings transparency and visual
lightness while providing a
comfortable seat. An ideal
product to create a statement,
it is a perfect addition to
dynamise any space. It may
also be grouped in modules
of two, three or more
to make a curved sofa.

Don Didrik
An extension of our family
of contemporary, Don Didrik
lounge chair with solid wood
structure has a rotating
metal base in either brushed
stainless steel or brass effect.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

ARMCHAIRS

Celedonio

CURVA-LICIOUS

This elegant lounge chair
with external wood base is
a welcome addition to any
interior. Another of our small
footprint chairs, it has the soul
of a much larger chair.

Laura
Generous curves and ideal
comfort. The Laura lounge
chair brings curves to a
whole new level with its
generous posterior. Now
with optional rotating base!

Oleg
See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Oleg brings a stylish touch to any space with
its subtle curves and 1940s inspiration.

SOFAS

SYMMETRICAL FLUIDITY

Ignacio symmetrical
Why go geometric when one can embrace one’s curves?
Ignacio’s new symmetrical version, presents an equally
enveloping shape and sinuous curves to empower any space.
Available in three standard sizes in asymmetrical or symmetrical
versions, this curved sofa has a solid wood structure and base.

SOFAS

QUIET MAJESTY

ARCHIBALD
Let the quiet majesty of this classic yet distinctly
contemporary sofa envelop you with comfort.

SOFAS

COMFORT WITH GEOMETRY

BELGRAVIA
While its lateral inserts give a slight nod to Art Deco, Belgravia is
resolutely contemporary and can fit seamlessly into any interior. Its seat
cushions have two levels of comfort, standard and luxury. Coupled with
its separate back cushions with additional stitching details, Belgravia
offers a high level of comfort, ideal for everyday life.

SOFAS

RETRO TOUCHES

AGGI
We enjoy playing with retro touches on certain
seating options, and Aggi is a perfect example of this.
Add a bit more edge to your interior with this unusual
product in its chair or sofa version.

CHAIRS

THE PERFECT FAMILY

COSTANZA

VICTORIA
COSTA

CATARINA

Five different models on a common seat base with exceptional comfort allow for stylistic options,
which adapt to a variety of interior schemes.

PHILIPPA

POUFS

HAVE A BIT OF FUN!

Napoleon
Inspired by a luxurious throw
cushions from Napoleon`s
conquests and the original
version of “glamping”, this
pouf is set on rollers, is fun
and easy to move around
in any setting.

Atanasio
Solid and inviting, this
attractive pouf can be used in
a variety of settings.

Cami
Cami is perfect to pull up for an aperitif, to rest your
feet or use as an occasional table. Choose a fun
fabric to give a pop to your space.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

LOW TABLES

INSPIRED BY NATURE

NYMPHEA
Our Nymphea collection includes low tables
and consoles. Inspired by nature, it makes an
ideal addition to any space and brings that
perfect touch of gold with its luxurious cast
brass construction. Also available in burnt cast
aluminium for a subtler look.

Oskar
Inspired by Oskar Niemeyer`s
architecture in Brasilia, this
table juxtaposes simple
lines with an elegant finish.
Available in multiple heights,
it works especially well as a
duo. Customise your colour
and finish for the top!

LOW TABLES

ENDLESS COMBINATIONS

Pompeia
Beyond their Stavia gilded
glass tops and standard
Espresso finish, Pompeia is
now available with marble
tops and two new wood
finishes. Choose how to
make best use of this
versatile range of low and
dining tables to create your
perfect ambiance.

SILAS

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Showcasing strength and solidity, the beautiful
contemporary form and thickness of these tables
create a strong presence in any interior. Beyond
their standard Eucalyptus finish, they are also
available in oak in three standard colours and can
be matched with different marble top options.

LOW TABLES
CUSTOMISE
YOUR LIFE!

Richmond
With their beautiful oval
shape and brass contour
base, these low tables offer
the added advantage of
being highly customisable.
They are available in oak
in three standard colours
along with different options
for the tops: marble, wood,
upholstery. Create this
table to your exact taste.

Mogambo
The asymmetrical fluidity of
Mogambo adds an organic
element to any interior. Also
available as a side table.

Africa
Bringing texture and
transparency to your living
area with 3 different sizes, our
Africa range makes a perfect
addition to any space.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

TABLES

CREATE IMPACT

HAMMERED RESIN

INES
SMOOTH RESIN

The distinguished Inès sets any space apart. It
includes a stunning hammered or its new smooth
resin base and a variety of surface options,
including exotic woods like Imbuia or Radica.

STORAGE

Brasilio
This is a stunning storage
piece that is as practical as
it is aesthetically pleasing.
Made from imbuia wood
- also known as “Brazilian
walnut”- it showcases natural
beauty through this very
organically textured material.

BESPOKE OPTIONS & GOLD!

Biscornet
Inspired by the ornate hinges
designed by Biscornet for
the Notre-Dame cathedral in
Paris, the cast brass handles
juxtaposed against the clean lines
of this stunning cabinet are the
perfect blend of simplicity and
complexity. Its lacquered structure
may be done in limitless colour
combinations and its interior may
also be customised to your needs.

MANOLO
See more at www.hamiltonconte.com

Hand-cast brass legs, with feet in the form of a high heel, give this
piece a nice lift and a nod to its namesake. The simple oak structure
in multiple colour options lends the appropriate air of sobriety to your
choice of fabric door facades, along with its lovely brass accents.

LIGHTING

SIMPLY ELEGANT

KAMEO
Beautiful materials adorn walls and refine your atmosphere.
Our Kameo wall sconces will bathe your interior in beautiful light.

LIGHTING
GOLDEN LIGHT
ZEPPELIN
The Zeppelin suspension
lamp adds that elegant
touch of gold to
illuminate your space
in more ways than one.
Available in two new
sizes, oval and round!

Tadeo
Golden light is
enhanced by our cast
and brushed brass
fixtures. Depending on
your choice of shade,
you can make your
ideal golden rays.

Genova
The 14th century Genova
lighthouse helped inspire
this new range of lamps
that will add visual interest
to any space.Its brushed
brass structure and
suspended shade give a
lovely soft golden light to
warm any space.

See more at www.hamiltonconte.com
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